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This manual introduces an innovative system
which changes the focus on outputs in such
a way so that they are not seen as waste, but
as inputs into a food system. As such, success
on your part as team leader, will ensure that
a minimum of material is sent to landfill.
This different focus enables us to send all
the kitchen, toilet and cardboard packaging
to a local farm for use in building soil
organic matter.
An essential element to collecting this
organic material is to ensure that it is clean
and contains no contaminants such as glass,
plastic or metal – this will mean it can be
utilised by the farmer as composted product
to improve soils.
Communicating this message clearly and
concisely to those attending your event is
a primary goal, which means the message
must be repeated at every opportunity and
reinforced every time the public comes in
contact with volunteers and staff.
The circumstances surrounding every event
are slightly different, but overall the pillars to
success are providing the right information,
tools and motivation to enable your public to
engage and participate in the success of your
event’s Recycling with a Focus on Food.
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resource recovery at public events
team leader manual

This team leader manual was produced in 2017 by the Majors Creek Festival and made possible through a
community grant from the Queanbeyan Palerang Regional Council.

While there have been many
documents produced for
recycling at events, this manual is
exceptional because it anticipates
that you will focus on getting as
close as possible to zero waste at
your event and in doing this you
will focus on organics.

Event organisations interested in using this method of resource recovery may contact the Majors Creek Festival
committee to obtain further instruction or assistance by going to their website: http://majorscreekfestival.org
‘Recycling with a Focus On Food’ is a registered trademark of Returning Organics to Soil. For more information on
the broader use of this method or branding, contact Gerry Gillespie on 0407 956 458 or go to gerrygillespie.net
Soil Land Food conducts workshops on food systems and the connection between composting, soils and farming.
Contact David Hardwick, Agroecologist at: www.soillandfood.com.au
Photography in this manual provided by STUR Photography, Braidwood; Tricia Wimpenny, Gerry Gillespie and
Carolyn Brooks. Design & production by Carolyn Brooks.
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To get close to zero waste at any
event you need to first address
the largest single component
of the total materials stream
produced.
This means a focus on organic
waste, all of which can be
composted from both the input
and output ends. Organic waste
includes:

Toilet waste will need to stay in the bins in which it is collected for the
period it takes for all pathogens to have been destroyed and until it
satisfies council and EPA waste regulations.
You should find that local and EPA regulations will enable up to 200
tonnes of food waste to be composted on any one site without need for
a licensed premises.
However, just to be sure, check with local council staff prior to
undertaking composting on any property.

•

f ood preparation waste from food stalls and
campers

Preparation

•

cooking spoilage from food stalls and campers

Materials flows

•

uneaten or spoiled food

•

c ardboard boxes, cardboard and paper
packaging, cardboard plates

You need to develop
skills and your ability to look at a
material and identify if it should be:

•

compostable plates, and cutlery

•

composted

•

toilet waste

•

recycled

•

or wasted

The above components will add up to close to 70%
of the total materials you handle at your event.
While it may appear better in the first instance to
look to recycling cardboard and paper through local
facilities, almost anywhere in Australia we have very
low levels of soil organic matter in gardens and
farms, which means low carbon – cardboard and
paper are carbon. They are cheaper and easier to
compost in most circumstances than to send long
distances for recycling.
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To safely achieve this goal you need a compost site which is capable of
taking ALL of the material listed.
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Decide what type of system you will be using. If you follow this manual
your event will use three public bins; recycling, organics and waste.
NSW will be introducing a container deposit system (CDS) soon – so all
your drink bottles and cans can be recycled through this system. Once
the system is introduced, find your local CDS operator and work out
where your recycled materials need to go – ask council staff.
Most other metal, plastic and glass containers can be recycled – again
check with council. You are running a community event so council will
be happy to help.
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Bin Collections

Emptying bins

You will have two types of
collection bin.

It is important that bins are not seen to overflow.

Food Preparation bin at
stalls – organic waste only

This year, the Majors Creek Festival is proud to introduce

Stall holders will be given
a small 15 to 20 litre bin
for food waste preparation – the reason it is
small is to prevent contamination by plastic,
metal and glass – you and your volunteers
will be collecting these on a regular schedule.
You may not need lids as you will collecting
them before they get a chance to smell.
240 litre Collection Bins in the field

Thisyear
festival’s recycling
programbe
incorporates
an
This
we will
taking
allCampers
of your food preparation
innovative system which ensures that a minimum
Five compostable food waste bags will be given
of waste
is generated
and sent toit
landfill.
for the organic
from
waste
and
turning
into liquidtotheircampers
fertiliser
inwaste
ourgenerated
Workshop
camp site over the weekend. These bags,
We’ll be recycling all organic material from
full, should
placed into thecourts.
food waste
kitchens
toilets. These
precious resources
Tentandover
behind
the Hall when
near
thebe tennis
bins. This material will be taken to a trailer at the
will go to a nearby property where they’ll be
composted and returned to agricultural soil.

Food Waste Stall then out to a local farm where it

and stallholders at the festival will eventually be
applied as compost to soils to grow food, it must
be clean. So be sure to put all of your food waste,
including paper plates and napkins, into the
public food waste bins and all of your bottles and
cans into the recycling bins. The bins will be in sets
of three: a food waste bin, a recycling bin and a
waste to landfill bin.

and taken to the Food Waste Stall, where we will

will be composted
and returned
soil.
To do this we need the food waste
clean
andtowithout
any
What can you do to make sure it works?
Food stalls
plastic
orFoodmetal
incollected
it. in small buckets
Because all organic wasteglass,
from campers,
visitors
waste will be
demonstrate how you can turn food waste into
One of our team will call at your
regular
fertiliserstall
as part ofat
our soils
workshops. intervals
and general
waste will be
to see if your small food wasteOther
binrecyclables
needs
emptying.
If you
collected by council trucks.
Toilet waste
will sealed picked
in wheeled binsup
and taken
have an urgent need to have food
waste
please
to a local farm for processing and use in soils.
draw it to the attention of one of the people wearing a
big sombrero or one of the Festivals voluntary staff.

Thanks for your help.

The more bins you have in the field, the more work for you and your
volunteers. For an area covering around 5 hectares in total you will
need around 15 sets of three bins each – remember to put the organics
bin in the centre of the three bins on all occasions.

Please note that colour
coding and signage for
bins may differ from those
shown in this manual.
Check with your local
council and make sure
your printed materials and
instructions are consistent
with local branding.
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You can store recyclable materials and waste in the
bins and replace with a new bin to save emptying
and excess labour. You need to have sufficient bins
to enable you to hold this material in one part of the
grounds. Allow 12 litres of bin space per person for
the estimated crowd. This means 50 x 240 litre bins
per 1000 people. Once you have moved a bin to the
storage area, combine the contents of recycling bins
and pack the collected materials into the bins to save
your storage space.
If you use a high-sided trailer for the organic
waste, which is going to the farm for composting,
you can empty the 240 litre organics bin and the
food preparation bin from the stalls directly into
the trailer. You can use
sawdust to cover the food
or cardboard and paper in
the trailer as it can all be
composted. Empty the trailer
on a regular basis so it has
no opportunity to become a
visual or odour issue. Organic
bins are emptied into the
trailer regularly, so you will
be using the same bins many
times over. So in the instance
of organic bins you will need
twice the number of bins
as you have collection sites.
For instance if you have 12
public organic collection bins
you will need to have 24
organic bins in total.
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Engagement Strategy
This is very, very important. It means that every sign or poster, every
advertisement, every radio message,Cevery
every
and
A M P E R ticket,
S I N FO R M
AT I O N program
CA
M P E R S I N FO R M AT I O N
every other thing you and your colleagues
say and do must carryWelcome
theto the Majors Creek Festival.
Welcome to the Majors Creek Festival.
This year we’re collecting all the food
This year we’re collecting all the food
same positive message about your resource
recovery
processes.waste from the festival to make compost
waste from the festival
to make compost
for soils on a local farm.

for soils on a local farm.

Welcome to the Majors Creek Festival.
This year we’re collecting all the food
waste from the festival to make compost
for soils on a local farm.

The bags you are given with this note
are fully compostable and we ask that
you use them for the food waste you
generate at your campsite this year.

The bags you are given with this note
are fully compostable and we ask that
you use them for the food waste you
generate at your campsite this year.

The bags you are given with this note
are fully compostable and we ask that
you use them for the food waste you
generate at your campsite this year.

large food waste bins on the grounds
which are beside the recycling and
waste to landfill bins.

Please put only food waste (including
paper & napkins) in these bags. Once
they are full, take the bag to one of the
large food waste bins on the grounds
which are beside the recycling and
waste to landfill bins.

You must be sure that this message is given to people from their very
first enquiry about a ticket to the timePlease
they
leave your site on the
last
put only food waste (including
Please put only food waste (including
paper & napkins) in these bags. Once
paper & napkins) in these bags. Once
day of the event.
they are full, take the bag to one of the
they are full, take the bag to one of the
large food waste bins on the grounds
which are beside the recycling and
waste to landfill bins.

This will include messages from every
stage and venue throughout
the
Please keep the bag of food waste up off
Please keep the bag of food waste up off
the ground so that local fauna looking
ground so that local fauna looking
event. It will include passive messages
on
doors,
toilet
walls, bintheheaders
for a feed
don’t get into
it.
for a feed don’t get into it.
and food stalls. Don’t miss a single chance to say the same things over
and over again. Be sure every partner you have in the event is doing
the same by ensuring they have the right words in the right form to
reinforce your objectives.

Printing

C A M P E R S I N FO R M AT I O N

Please keep the bag of food waste up off
the ground so that local fauna looking
for a feed don’t get into it.

MC ANNOUNCEMENT FOR STAGE USE
You will have noticed both in your program
and looking around the grounds this year
at Majors Creek we are focused on sending
all of our organic waste to a local farm to be
composted and used in soil to grow food.
So it needs to be clean.
It is important that you put your waste into
the correct bin so it is clean as possible. They
are in sets of three around the grounds Red is
the organic waste bin, Yellow is the recycling
bin and Black is for general waste.
Also when you use the toilets be sure to
check the instructions on the toilet wall – and
please keep the toilets clean.

This year, the Majors Creek Festival is proud to introduce

There are a number of print
mechanisms which will carry
your message to visitors to
the event. These include:
•

bin stickers

•

public posters

•

tickets

•

food stall posters

•

program advertisements

•

workshop advertisements

•

toilet instructions

You need to use them all if
you possibly can.

Using the composting toilets
• Please help us keep the toilets clean and
odour free. They contain an inoculant
which helps contain the smells

This festival’s recycling program incorporates an
innovative system which ensures that a minimum
of waste is generated and sent to landfill.
We’ll be recycling all organic material from
kitchens and toilets. These precious resources
will go to a nearby property where they’ll be
composted and returned to agricultural soil.
What can you do to make sure it works?
Because all organic waste from campers, visitors
and stallholders at the festival will eventually be
applied as compost to soils to grow food, it must
be clean. So be sure to put all of your food waste,
including paper plates and napkins, into the
public food waste bins and all of your bottles and
cans into the recycling bins. The bins will be in sets
of three: a food waste bin, a recycling bin and a
waste to landfill bin.

Campers
Five compostable food waste bags will be given
to campers for the organic waste generated from
their camp site over the weekend. These bags,
when full, should be placed into the food waste
bins. This material will be taken to a trailer at the
Food Waste Stall then out to a local farm where it
will be composted and returned to soil.

• You may also place sanitary napkins and
tampons directly into the toilet

Food stalls
Food waste will be collected in small buckets
and taken to the Food Waste Stall, where we will
demonstrate how you can turn food waste into
fertiliser as part of our soils workshops.
Other recyclables and general waste will be
collected by council trucks.
Toilet waste will be sealed in wheeled bins and
taken to a local farm for processing and use in soils.

Poster/program ad used at the 2016 Majors Creek Festival
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• Place one or two handfuls of sawdust
into the toilet after you use it and this
will absorb moisture, help the biological
process and contain odour
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Some of the materials produced for the festival,
including packs of 3 compostable bags with instructions
which were given to campers on arrival
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• All of this material will be composted
under fermentation in the container it
is in for 10 months prior to being tested
and trialed for use on soils.
Thanks for your help and your contributions!
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Toilet waste in wheelie bins was delivered
and stored on the property, then sealed by
screwing the lids shut.

Partnerships
One of the greatest partners you can have at your event is your local
council. They have a large number of staff and resources, which you
may be able to access, which will save you time and money.
From the council you may need:
•

support from staff

•

 se of council bins for recycling and waste (you won’t need them
u
for toilets – but more of that later)

•

access to their recycling facilities at no cost if possible

•

access to their waste facilities at no cost if possible

•

advice on regulations

•

timely bin collections

Left: on arrival at the farm, food scraps,
paper and cardboard were covered by
sawdust in a shallow ditch.
Below: the same area five months later.

Local Farmers
Your other great ally for this event
will be a local farmer. You need
a site on which to put all of your
organic waste for composting.
It makes sense to get it to a
local farmer, unless you have
a community alternative with
sufficient capacity.
Farmers will have all the necessary
equipment to compost on site. You
will need:
•

t wo windrows of shredded green
waste, sawdust or tree prunings

•

a front-end loader

•

a water supply (check with your
farmer re rainfall)
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Organic waste from the 2016 Majors Creek
Festival went to a nearby farm owned by
Martin Royds
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Regulations
Regulations are important for the maintenance of health standards
and quality. The go-to regulator in terms of what you can do at any
public event is your local council.
Council regulations relate in general terms to:

•

 rovided campers with information on where to put
p
their recyclable materials as they come into the
event to book a camp site

•

 rovided campers with fully compostable
p
organic waste bags for their food waste with
clear instructions

•

 repared the toilets with paper, inoculant,
p
instructions, sawdust, hand washing facilities,
soap, towels, lighting etc.

•

 ade sure you have enough bins for recycling purposes and a few
m
less for waste

•

 nough volunteers to do nominated shifts throughout the entire
e
event

•

arranged council site inspections prior to and during the event

•

food stalls and food preparation

•

toilets

During the Event

•

waste management and recycling

•

 e sure that all stage event announcers are reinforcing the recycling
b
message whenever possible

•

have volunteers check bins and empty regularly

The Day Before
Planning needs to be complete in the months before the event,
however, the day immediately before the event be prepared for
everything to coalesce into a very focused 24 hour period.

Campers Collections

•

 otified stall holders of your food waste management system, both
n
personally and in writing – and in a friendly way (this should also
be done by management when a stall site is booked)

•

 laced all your bins with bin lid covers into position around the
p
grounds

Sets of three bins should be placed
in camping areas but don’t place the
set of three as close to other bin sets
as those in the open – campers are
on the move from their camp to the
venue all day – make use of this, they
can carry their materials to the bins,
it saves your volunteers a lot of work.

•

 nsured all the stickers on your recycling bin lids are fresh and
e
new looking – always ensure the organics bin is in the centre of
the three bins

Have volunteers visit camp sites to
reinforce use of the compostable
bags for food.

The day before you need to be sure you have:

14
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Public collections
In an area about the size of the average football field you need about
five sets of three.
If this includes food areas place sets closer together near the food stalls.
Be sure to empty them before they are too full. This will minimize heavy
labour- you can empty one recycling or waste bin into another of the
same type when you get to your storage area.

Food Stall Collections
Food stall holders will do the majority of their work as they set up.
While doing this they will produce most of their waste.

To initiate the biological activity in the bins each had 10 litres of
sawdust and one litre of lacto bacillus inoculant put into it. This was
intended to also control any odours.
As material was deposited into the bin, users were encouraged by
instructions pinned to the wall to add sawdust to cover deposits and
absorb moisture. They were also requested by signage to close the lid.
Attendants regularly serviced the toilets with sawdust and toilet paper.
They were also responsible for keeping the toilets clean and functional,
and adding additional lacto bacillus inoculant to the bin at regular
intervals. This provided a continuity of biological activity from the
bottom, to the top of the bin.

Be sure to check every 20 minutes or so to see if they need a fresh bin.
Concentrating your efforts at this time will ensure they get the correct
message and make them feel comfortable with your recycling system.
During the event, collections will be more effective just before and just
after meal times.

Toilet Collections
If you wish to collect and reuse all toilet waste we recommend that you
contact ‘Natural Event’ – Hamish Schemer at hamish@naturalevent.com.au
He is very experienced in this area and you should find that his price for
the provision of an appropriate toilet system will be competitive with
any other temporary toilet system: www.naturalevent.com.au
At the Majors Creek Festival in 2016 toilet waste was collected in 240
litre wheeled bins. The initial steel frame structure was extensively
modified to suit both circumstance and council requirements on the site.
The system utilised a lacto bacillus base inoculant, used in the adjoining
workshops and intended to assist to control any odour, minimise flies
and assist with the processing of the material to be left in the bins for
up to 10 months before end use on the farm.
16
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Bins were wheeled out via a
ramp onto a trailer, then taken
to the nearby farm compost
site. Here they were sealed and
left to compost for five months.
They were inspected and more
inoculant was added – once
stable the material will be
mixed with the other compost
and applied to soils.

Above: Toilet block
during construction.
Sixteen cubicles were
built back to back with
steps to a landing
on each side. The
workshop tent is seen
to the left.

Wheelie bins with sawdust and inoculant
added were placed under each cubicle.
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Workshops
A very good way to ‘round off’ the concept of Recycling with a Focus
on Food is to conduct workshops which focus on farming, gardening,
composting, worm farming, soils and food.
This provides a very logical circular economy aspect to your event
which reinforces the need to recycle organic waste and other materials.

Data Collection
Data gathering gives you a clear picture of what you have
got right and more importantly what you have got wrong.
It will tell you immediately if you need more bins, more
emptying, more efficient processes, more volunteers or
different skills at future events.
It will give council a better idea of how they can help
next year, and it will give you a much better picture of the
resources you need to ask for next year.
It may also assist with detail for tourist information and
funding requests not to mention, grant applications.

Conclusion
This document is very different to most event recycling
documents in that its focus is on food and organic waste
generally. If you have the ability to work with a local farmer,
who will take all of your organic waste, you will inevitably
get a very similar result.
You will find council staff only too happy to help with
collections of recyclables, waste materials and regulations –
don’t be afraid to ask.
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Please run through this check list six months before, one month before
your festival, then again the day before your event to ensure you have
everything in place.

Check List
•	Ensure all advertising, promotional materials, stickers, tickets,
packaging, and bins will be clearly labelled and are carrying the
correct message
•	Speak to your local council about the provision of bins and
support for collections after the event
•	Ask an appropriately well-known person to open your event
•	Prior to the event, ensure the council inspector has an
opportunity, in your company, to inspect all stalls and toilets
•	Arrange with a local farmer to take all the organic waste you
collect, including toilet waste
•	Check with the council and the EPA that you are able to
compost this material on the farm identified under the relevant
regulations
•	Calculate the number of bins you will need for organic waste,
recycling and general waste
•	Ensure that stall holders have been notified in writing about
food collections
•	Ensure you have double the quantity of food preparation waste
bins for use on the food stalls
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•	Speak to Natural Event about the contractual management of
your toilet waste
•	Ensure that hand-washing facilities such as water, soap and
towels will be available throughout the event
•	Prepare signs for the registration desk to notify campers and day
visitors of your recycling objectives
•	Make up packs of three or more compostable bags for organic
waste and include instructions for recycling
•	Check to ensure all bin lid sticker instructions are clear, clean
and in position
•	Ensure you have sufficient volunteers on a roster for the length
of the event
•	Check the availability of a trailer for food, cardboard and paper
to be taken to the farm site for composting
•	Ensure all data is collected and stored including: numbers of
people, recycling and waste bins, organic waste trailers to farm,
food preparation waste collections from stall holders
•	Contact council economic development staff so they can be
informed by your data and vice-versa
•	Allot time for volunteer induction training and organising safety
equipment and clothing
•	Ensure volunteers are rotated according to an agreed roster.
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